
IES 302: Engineering Statistics 2011/2

HW 1 — Due: February 1

Lecturer: Prapun Suksompong, Ph.D.

Instructions

(a) ONE part of a question will be graded (5 pt). Of course, you do not know which part
will be selected; so you should work on all of them.

(b) It is important that you try to solve all problems. (5 pt)

(c) Late submission will be heavily penalized.

(d) Write down all the steps that you have done to obtain your answers. You may not get
full credit even when your answer is correct without showing how you get your answer.

Problem 1. (Set Theory)

(a) Three events are shown on the Venn diagram in the following figure:

28 CHAPTER 2 PROBABILITY

EXERCISES FOR SECTION 2-1

Provide a reasonable description of the sample space for each
of the random experiments in Exercises 2-1 to 2-17. There can
be more than one acceptable interpretation of each experiment.
Describe any assumptions you make.

2-1. Each of three machined parts is classified as either
above or below the target specification for the part.

2-2. Each of four transmitted bits is classified as either in
error or not in error.

2-3. In the final inspection of electronic power supplies, 
either units pass or three types of nonconformities might occur:
functional, minor, or cosmetic. Three units are inspected.

2-4. The number of hits (views) is recorded at a high-volume
Web site in a day.

2-5. Each of 24 Web sites is classified as containing or not
containing banner ads.

2-6. An ammeter that displays three digits is used to mea-
sure current in milliamperes.

2-7. A scale that displays two decimal places is used to
measure material feeds in a chemical plant in tons.

2-8. The following two questions appear on an employee
survey questionnaire. Each answer is chosen from the five-
point scale 1 (never), 2, 3, 4, 5 (always).

Is the corporation willing to listen to and fairly evaluate
new ideas?

How often are my coworkers important in my overall job
performance?

2-9. The concentration of ozone to the nearest part per billion.

2-10. The time until a service transaction is requested of a
computer to the nearest millisecond.

2-11. The pH reading of a water sample to the nearest tenth
of a unit.

2-12. The voids in a ferrite slab are classified as small,
medium, or large. The number of voids in each category is
measured by an optical inspection of a sample.

2-13. The time of a chemical reaction is recorded to the
nearest millisecond.

2-14. An order for an automobile can specify either an
automatic or a standard transmission, either with or without
air-conditioning, and any one of the four colors red, blue, black,
or white. Describe the set of possible orders for this experiment.

2-15. A sampled injection-molded part could have been
produced in either one of two presses and in any one of the
eight cavities in each press.

2-16. An order for a computer system can specify memory
of 4, 8, or 12 gigabytes, and disk storage of 200, 300, or 400
gigabytes. Describe the set of possible orders.

2-17. Calls are repeatedly placed to a busy phone line until
a connection is achieved.

2-18. In a magnetic storage device, three attempts are made
to read data before an error recovery procedure that reposi-
tions the magnetic head is used. The error recovery procedure
attempts three repositionings before an “abort’’ message is
sent to the operator. Let

s denote the success of a read operation

f denote the failure of a read operation

F denote the failure of an error recovery procedure

S denote the success of an error recovery procedure

A denote an abort message sent to the operator.

Describe the sample space of this experiment with a tree
diagram.

2-19. Three events are shown on the Venn diagram in the
following figure:

Reproduce the figure and shade the region that corresponds to
each of the following events.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)

2-20. Three events are shown on the Venn diagram in the
following figure:

Reproduce the figure and shade the region that corresponds to
each of the following events.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)

2-21. A digital scale is used that provides weights to the
nearest gram.
(a) What is the sample space for this experiment?

1A ¨ B2 ¿ ´ C
1B ´ C2 ¿1A ¨ B2 ´ C
1A ¨ B2 ´ 1A ¨ B¿ 2A¿

A B

C

1A ¨ B2 ¿ ´ C1B ´ C2 ¿
1A ¨ B2 ´ CA ¨ BA¿

A B

C
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Reproduce the figure and shade the region that corresponds to each of the following
events.

(i) Ac

(ii) A ∩B

(iii) (A ∩B) ∪ C

(iv) (B ∪ C)c

(v) (A ∩B)c ∪ C

[Montgomery and Runger, 2010, Q2-19]
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(b) Let Ω = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, and put A = {1, 2, 3, 4}, B = {3, 4, 5, 6}, and C = {5, 6}.
Find A ∪B, A ∩B, A ∩ C, Ac, and B \ A.

For this problem, only answers are needed; you don’t have to describe your solution.

Problem 2. (Classical Probability) There are three buttons which are painted red on one
side and white on the other. If we tosses the buttons into the air, calculate the probability
that all three come up the same color.

Remarks: A wrong way of thinking about this problem is to say that there are four ways
they can fall. All red showing, all white showing, two reds and a white or two whites and a
red. Hence, it seems that out of four possibilities, there are two favorable cases and hence
the probability is 1/2.

Problem 3. (Classical Probability) A Web ad can be designed from four different colors,
three font types, five font sizes, three images, and five text phrases.

(a) How many different designs are possible? [Montgomery and Runger, 2010, Q2-51]

(b) A specific design is randomly generated by the Web server when you visit the site. If
you visit the site five times, what is the probability that you will not see the same
design? [Montgomery and Runger, 2010, Q2-71]

Problem 4. (Combinatorics) Consider the design of a communication system in the
United States.

(a) How many three-digit phone prefixes that are used to represent a particular geographic
area (such as an area code) can be created from the digits 0 through 9?

(b) How many three-digit phone prefixes are possible in which no digit appears more than
once in each prefix?

(c) As in part (a), how many three-digit phone prefixes are possible that do not start with
0 or 1, but contain 0 or 1 as the middle digit?

[Montgomery and Runger, 2010, Q2-45]

Problem 5. (Classical Probability) A bin of 50 parts contains five that are defective. A
sample of two parts is selected at random, without replacement. Determine the probability
that both parts in the sample are defective. [Montgomery and Runger, 2010, Q2-49]
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Problem 6. (Classical Probability) We all know that the chance of a head (H) or tail
(T) coming down after a fair coin is tossed are fifty-fifty. If a fair coin is tossed ten times,
then intuition says that five heads are likely to turn up.

Calculate the probability of getting exactly five heads (and hence exactly five tails).

Problem 7. (Classical Probability) Shuffle a deck of cards and cut it into three piles.
What is the probability that (at least) a court card will turn up on top of one of the piles.

Hint: There are 12 court cards (four jacks, four queens and four kings) in the deck.

Problem 8. Binomial theorem : For any positive integer n, we know that

(x + y)n =
n∑

r=0

(
n

r

)
xryn−r. (1.1)

(a) What is the coefficient of x12y13 in the expansion of (x + y)25?

(b) What is the coefficient of x12y13 in the expansion of (2x− 3y)25?

(c) Use the binomial theorem (1.1) to evaluate
n∑

k=0

(−1)k
(
n
k

)
.

Problem 9. Each of the possible five outcomes of a random experiment is equally likely.
The sample space is {a, b, c, d, e}. Let A denote the event {a, b}, and let B denote the event
{c, d, e}. Determine the following:

(a) P (A)

(b) P (B)

(c) P (Ac)

(d) P (A ∪B)

(e) P (A ∩B)

[Montgomery and Runger, 2010, Q2-54]

Problem 10. If A, B, and C are disjoint events with P (A) = 0.2, P (B) = 0.3 and P (C) =
0.4, determine the following probabilities:
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(a) P (A ∪B ∪ C)

(b) P (A ∩B ∩ C)

(c) P (A ∩B)

(d) P ((A ∪B) ∩ C)

(e) P (Ac ∩Bc ∩ Cc)

[Montgomery and Runger, 2010, Q2-75]
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